Montana School Nutrition Programs Equipment List
Capital assets (equipment)* typically purchased by SFAs/Sponsors for use in the School Nutrition Programs

*Equipment" means an article of nonexpendable, tangible personal property having a useful life of more than one year and an acquisition cost which equals or exceeds the lesser of the capitalization level established by the SFA/Sponsor for financial statement purposes, or $5000.

Carts
- Tray Station
- Tray Truck
- Tray Delivery Cart
- Tray Dispenser
- Trash Cart
- Banquet Cart
- Insulated Transport Cart
- Kiosks

Cold Food Tables
- Serve Well Cafeteria Breath Guard / Sneeze Guard
- Refrigerated Buffet Tables
- Refrigerated Salad Bars

Dishwasher-Sinks and Supplies
- Under Counter Dishwasher
- Conveyor Dishwashers
- Door Type Dishwasher
- Waste Disposal
- Sinks
- Water Heater Booster
- Dish Tables
- Floor Troughs

Food Preparation Equipment
- Griddles
- Electric Food Slicers
- Induction Cookers
- Food Processors
- Food Cutters
- Refrigerated Prep Tables
- Countertop Mixers
- Floor Mixer
- Vertical Cutter Mixer
- Planetary Mixer
- Dough Divider/Bun Cutter
- Dough Roller/Sheeter

Freezers
- Chest Freezers
- Solid Door Reach-In Freezers
- Walk-In Freezers
- Worktop Freezers
- Under Counter Freezers
- Refrigerator Freezer Dual Temp

Holding and Proofing Cabinets
- Holding Cabinets - Stationary and/or Mobile
- Proofing Cabinets
- Low Temperature Holding Cabinet
- Hot Food Storage Cabinets

Ranges and Ovens
- Cooktops and Ranges
- Convection Ovens
- Cook and Hold Ovens
- Tilting Skillet
- Tilting Kettle
- Kitchen Exhaust Systems
- Retractable Exhaust

Refrigerators
- Pass (Walk) Thru Refrigerators
- Drop in Refrigerators
- Solid Door Reach-in Refrigerators
- Sandwich/Salad Prep Tables
- Milk Coolers
- Walk-In Coolers
- Refrigerated Buffet Tables
- Under Counter Refrigerators
- Worktop Refrigerators
- Refrigerator Freezer Dual Temp

Shelving for Storerooms, Refrigerators, Freezers
- Storage Racks

Steam Tables
- Electric Steam Tables
- Gas Steam Tables
- Steam Table Serving Shelf
- Serve Well Cafeteria Breath Guard
- Steamer
- Double Stack Convection Steamer

Food Warmers
- Countertop Food Warmers
- Drawer Warmers
- Soup Kettles
- Drop-In Food Warmers

Work Tables
- Enclosed Base Work Table
- Poly Top Work Table
- Stainless Steel work Tables with Under Shelf